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Far from apologizing for their promiscuity as a failure to 
maintain a loving relationship, far from welcoming the 
return to monogamy as a beneficent consequence of the hor-
ror of AIDS, gay men should ceaselessly lament the practi-
cal necessity, now, of such relationships, should resist being 
drawn into mimicking the unrelenting warfare between 
men and women, which nothing has ever changed.
—Leo Bersani, “Is the Rectum a Grave?” (1987)

“Is Happiness Slavery?”
—Samuel R. Delany, Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand 
(1984)

It seems that we are on the verge of something. 
Although the snows of winter still linger, the light of the queer morn-
ing seems surprisingly strong. The thrust and counter- thrust over the 
matter of so- called gay respectability occur with such shocking regu-
larity that colleagues, friends, and family alike continually remind us 
that though we remain in the wilderness, and even though the manna 
has become stale, we should rejoice that soon and very soon the prom-
ised gift of propriety will be ours. Still, to invoke Leo Bersani, there 
is a big secret about the dawn: most people don’t like it. The strange 
shock of light and life is a pale and peculiarly unfulfilling substitute 
for the technicolor majesty of our dreams. And no matter how supple 
the body that we may lie alongside, we are always frighteningly alone. 
Indeed, stink, crust, and the painful creep of age are our only con-
stant companions as we rise from our beds, sweaty or cold, eager or 
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anxious, always obliged to fix our manufactured faces for a world sub-
limely indifferent to the never- quite- articulate passions that under-
write our secret pleasures and public labors.
 I will attempt then to hold on to this odd mix of eager anticipation 
and inexplicable dread as I try to make sense of Samuel R. Delany’s 
masterful, if woefully underexamined, novel Stars in My Pocket Like 
Grains of Sand (1984). Indeed, I wonder if the ambiguity on my part 
might help explain why I have gotten off already to a false start, taken 
up my subject from the wrong direction, “bass ackwards,” as my father 
would say. For Delany does not address the theme of the deadly, fright-
ening, world- exploding dawn until the very end of his text. It seems, in 
fact, that we must struggle through hundreds of pages of complex and 
delicious prose before we even begin. And as with all beginnings there 
is surprisingly little that can be said apart from the many awkward 
clichés that mark our lack of foresight. Ready, set, go, and the story 
ends. Narrative must always unfold as a function of history and nos-
talgia. Even and especially within the science and speculative fiction 
genres with which Delany is most often associated, the truth is that 
the future can never be dictated but only imagined as the culmination 
of a still- not- quite- digested past. Thus Delany’s authorship functions 
as a sort of settling of accounts, the cleaning—“tracing,” Delany might 
say—that allows his readers to understand how they have arrived at 
the point of the not- yet- told story.
 Borrowing heavily from the work of Mary Douglas, I will suggest 
that part of what Delany achieves in Stars in My Pocket is a thema-
tization of the complex ways the spectacle of gay male identity is 
established through a set of essentially ritualistic practices wherein 
the gay man is figured as clean, or more precisely cleansing. Like the 
figure of the slave, he represents the remains of disaster, a subject 
whose immature orgiastic prehistory (that violence and destruction 
the blinding light of dawn belies) has no weight in the discourse of 
respectability. Moreover, by pairing Delany’s 1984 novel with Ber-
sani’s 1987 essay, “Is the Rectum a Grave?,” I want to claim not only 
that the advent of HIV represents a watershed moment in the narra-
tives of what one might call, with only a bit of winking, gay history, but 
also that the logic underwriting the notion that somehow gay men—
and many other deeply traumatized communities—have been chas-
tened, matured if you will, by a pandemic is hardly a contemporary 
phenomenon. Instead, one of the more obscene realities that progres-
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sive intellectuals must confront is the belief (the commitment, really) 
that the practice of modernity involves the rescuing, the cleansing, of 
previously dirty or primitive beings from their vulgar pasts. Contem-
porary gay men must be delivered from unseemly, uncivilized sexual 
practices carried out in the great cities of Europe and America just as 
savage, if somewhat childlike, Africans had to be rescued from similar 
behaviors enacted in the fantastical African “bush.”
 In both cases, furthermore, there is an odd, if not wholly unex-
pected, ideological sleight of hand at play in which both Black Ameri-
cans and gay men presumably become perfect readers of surfaces and 
signs precisely because as thin, historyless, and ultimately inconse-
quential beings they might provide difficult instruction in the codes of 
normality without ever breaking a sweat. One can imagine the mind-
set of the cleaning, cleansing (black) queer: “Woman come! Allow me 
to place my hands on your body, to prepare you for your husband’s 
bedchamber because lacking a history of my own my touch is lighter 
than the finest down, never threatening to crack open delicate sur-
faces, to reveal the violence and horror that underwrite your oh so 
pleasant blush.”
 What I am attempting here is to make sense of the odd twists in the 
architecture of ideologies of gender, sexuality, nation, race, and class 
that would, on the one hand, establish “the gay man” as both pitiful 
and vile, infected and infecting, while on the other maintain for him 
increasingly elaborate spaces from which to pronounce upon matters 
of taste and style. I lean on the insights of Douglas partially because 
she has so clearly explained how such paradoxical realities might be 
maintained within the same ideological structures. She writes, “When 
we honestly reflect on our busy scrubbings and cleanings . . . we know 
that we are not mainly trying to avoid disease. We are separating, 
placing boundaries, making visible statements about the home that 
we are intending to create out of the material house.”1 The point, of 
course, is that—all our high- minded rhetoric surrounding taste and 
hygiene notwithstanding—much, perhaps most, of the cleaning work 
we do is ritualistic and obviously so. Our practices of dirt chasing 
have at their core an attempt to frame and mimic never- quite- properly 
established hierarchies within both the social and the ideological. 
And even more important for my concerns here, these practices must 
always remain aloof from, if not ignorant of, the very structures that 
are, in fact, their targets. To put the matter more simply, one of the 
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reasons gay men are so very important in the complex ideological pro-
cesses that, following Douglas, I am placing under the sign of cleanli-
ness is that they are ultimately imagined as having so little to gain by 
reproducing the hierarchies of taste their labor presumably helps to 
stabilize.
 I have proposed already in this regard that gay men might be prop-
erly understood to represent the same disaster (the loss of deep con-
nection to history) that we ascribe most easily to slaves. I am sup-
ported in this belief by the fact that our enslaved ancestors struggled 
much more regularly and assiduously with bras and girdles, stockings 
and britches, hair, teeth, spit, feces, urine, blood, and semen than they 
did with superembodied—or supracorporeal—notions of freedom and 
distinction. One is reminded of Barbara Chase- Riboud’s comical depic-
tions of Thomas Jefferson’s design of an extremely clever, if imprac-
tical, system of indoor plumbing for Monticello that allowed him to 
enter the privacy of his toilet in order to relieve himself into cisterns 
that were then carried outside by a complex system of chains and pul-
leys to be met by slaves long since accustomed to dumping his pre-
cious bodily refuse.2 The end result was not that the president’s feces 
somehow took on the scent of freshly picked daffodils but instead that 
a certain discursive trickery was achieved (the master’s shit never 
stinks) by making the slave’s labor that much more “invisible” and 
abstract. At the same time, Jefferson—and his slaves—helped, how-
ever inadequately, inculcate the notion that certain stylizations of 
cleanliness were—and are—absolutely necessary to the “properly” 
established household.
 Those of us who have spent much of our careers looking to the 
uses to which the closet has been put by queers (and here I am think-
ing most specifically of the European water closet, Wasserkloset, Klo) 
might begin to question further the ways the epistemological struc-
tures suggested by the term work to shore up an always suspect hetero-
sexuality. Indeed, if the “dirty faggot” did not exist he would have to 
be invented. Moreover, as so many of us struggle to sanitize this vile 
creature, we would do well to remember that if we check beneath his 
well- buffed nails we will almost inevitably find the traces of someone 
else’s excrement.
 Let us, therefore, move ahead to the past. Stars in My Pocket Like 
Grains of Sand treats in its three sections the ill- fated love affair of 
Rat Korga and Marq Dyeth. In the first section we are introduced to 
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Korga, an impressively tall and somewhat mentally challenged “citi-
zen” of the planet Rhyonon, an insignificant world among the more 
than six thousand inhabited by intelligent species and loosely bound 
together by the “Web,” a network of architects of knowledge and 
power who help maintain systems of change and exchange through 
the use of a phenomenon known as General Information (GI).
 The main tendencies within this confederation (again one I propose 
is long since past) are the Sygn and the Family, the one roughly corre-
sponding to those who emphasize ambiguity, complexity, and experi-
mentation, the other those who seek comfort in the “knowledge” of 
the ancient traditions of a perhaps- never- extant and certainly spec-
tacularized “old Earth.” Korga, existing at the margins of his mar-
ginal society, delivers himself early in the novel to a Radical Anxiety 
Treatment (RAT) Center where those anxious aspects of his intel-
lect (“will” some might call them, “desire” others might object) are 
excised so that he might finally achieve that ever- elusive entity, hap-
piness. And as with all such subjects, the newly liberated Rat Korga is 
immediately sold to one of the corporations that dominate his planet, 
thus the first sentence of the novel: “‘Of course,’ they told him in all 
honesty, ‘you will be a slave.’”3
 Here Delany wryly gestures toward the fresh scars left on our own 
world by slavery, a history I have noted is rearticulated in the discur-
sive structures, the “death,” “disease,” and “cleanliness” that under-
write contemporary understandings of gay male identity. But in so 
doing he refuses the conceit that we might ever fully know–or repair–
the obscenities of the past. That is to say, as the women of Rhyonon 
(and in Delany’s novel the generic term for all intelligent beings is 
“woman”) normally wear masks, ranging from the standard beige 
“face- covers” of officials to the floor- length cloth- and- jewel attire of 
revelers, one is immediately confronted with the awareness that all 
structures of knowledge have been overwritten, masked. Thus the 
bedrock detailed by ancient texts is belied by awareness of the peek- 
a- boo give- and- take of civilization and formality that fuels our inces-
sant—and pathetic—will to find some original, originating source. 
The slaves, we find, are not nearly so naked as our own fantasies of 
enslavement continually suggest.
 That Rhyonon is destroyed through means that are never fully 
understood only completes this circuit, returning us again to the 
necessity of the cleansing and tracing that fuels Delany’s project and 
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operates as perhaps the most significant feature of contemporary 
(queer) politics and criticism. Indeed, Delany is relentless in his evo-
cation of epistemology as a sort of dialectics of soiling and cleansing. 
When Korga, who as a Rat is kept in filthy cages and put to the most 
base of labors, finds himself (the male pronoun here denotes not so 
much gender as the fact that he is desired) in the hands of a woman 
(this one female it seems) who has bought him from the manager of a 
corporation by which he is owned, he flees with her across the deserts 
of Rhyonon. After they stop for rest and play, she spits on Korga and 
places on his hand a glove that acts as an epistemological and perhaps 
even ontological prosthetic, allowing him to bypass the damage done 
to his brain both before his physical birth and before his rebirth in the 
RAT center.
 The woman then commands him to perform a telling activity: she 
sends him to the back of their transport where she has stowed a box 
containing dozens of cubes on which are imprinted some of the finest, 
if often the most obscure, pieces of literature produced on Rhyonon. 
Korga consumes this “knowledge” with a speed and ferocity that sur-
prises even his mistress until she orders him to stop. Soon thereafter, 
she ritualistically cleans her filthy, knowledge- filled prize. Korga’s 
understanding, however artificial, of the discursive processes by 
which subjectification, with all of its implications, is effected comes 
not only as his information deficits are addressed but also as the filth 
that is the sign of that deficit is erased.
 Thus while his mistress and lover uses an electronic device to scrub 
away the feces and dirt that stand between her and her beloved, Korga 
continues an internal dialogue that marks his temporary “understand-
ing” of the intimate relation between epistemology and ideology.

“I know, knowledge: another process, finally no different, in its over-
all form, from the one called stupidity. Information is not taken into 
the human organism so much as it is created from the strong asso-
ciation of external and internal perceptions. These associations are 
called knowledge, insight, belief, understanding, belligerence, pig- 
headedness, stupidity. (Only social use determines which associa-
tions are knowledge and which are not.)” (SP, 30)

The coy phrase that Delany utilizes here, “I know, knowledge,” which 
I willfully misread as “I know knowledge,” should immediately alert 
the reader to his keen understanding not so much of processes of epis-
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temology or even interpellation but instead to that altogether pecu-
liar, “queer” stance that is necessary for the (gay male) intellectual. 
The point, of course, is that even on the wealthy, barbaric continent of 
the planet where I live and work, we obstinately continue to confuse 
so- called experts and presumed intellectuals, the former continually 
spouting “fact” and rather disembodied information from ever- smaller 
screens and monitors, the latter concerned first and foremost with the 
interplay of individual and society, perception let us say, that is more a 
matter of form than of content.
 That Korga rehearses the iteration of his own stupidity as he is both 
schooled and cleansed forces the issue of how and why the rather 
simple procedure of “knowing knowledge” is so viciously repressed 
within our own society. Once one enters into a state of radical rela-
tivism in which neither the social nor the scientific can be taken for 
granted, in which, for example, the natural dominance of “man” is 
superseded by the obviousness of woman’s ascendancy, and once even 
our most basic Earth- and human- centered conceits (sunrise/sunset) 
are scrubbed from our language, the “common” and “essential” struc-
tures that allow for the presumably natural dominance of some men 
over most women and all animals begins—at least at the all- important 
level of the discursive—to unravel. In this way, the cleanliness rituals 
in which so many of us invest our precious energies begin to lose their 
potency. Indeed, though it is not clear that the savior, the master, will 
wash us “white as snow,” he most assuredly will poke about in our pri-
vate parts and turn us out to the fields if we do not have the good sense 
to keep out of his way.
 It is both strange and somehow inevitable, then, that after Korga 
is rescued from one form of slavery and delivered to another, after 
he puts on the glove that bridges the yawning synaptic chasms that 
might allow him to run or fight, shuffle, lie, or engage in any one of 
the myriad activities by which the slave actualizes his knowledge of 
knowledge, his understanding of the prevarication and violence that 
tie together top and bottom in their falsely natural hierarchies, he (and 
again the pronoun denotes desire) becomes the only known survivor 
of doomed Rhyonon. As the Web agents (“spiders”) descend into one 
of the great woman- produced tunnels of the charred planet, one won-
ders at the incredible amount of energy and expertise they expend in 
saving Korga, blinded and trapped below a fallen girder, his leg nearly 
severed, his mind accepting this latest tragedy with no more pathos 
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than an infant removed from the nourishing breast. For as they rescue 
the slave from apocalypse (one which they may, in fact, have fashioned 
themselves), part of what the spiders presumably hope to accomplish 
is a restabilization of the upward flow of value described by several 
scholars as one of the primary tasks of (gay male) style setters within 
neoliberal society.4 Moreover, the fact that they work so hard to recon-
struct Korga—to repair his leg, to fit him with artificial eyes, and most 
importantly to place on his great, ugly hands the rings that will allow 
him to reenter the self- consciousness that we most often refer to as 
civilization, rings originally crafted for the vicious, imperious, world- 
shattering tyrant, Vondramach Okk—they also work to control him, 
to disestablish the wildness and self- referentiality that I propose as 
the most necessary, most precious tools of the intellectual, queer or 
otherwise.
 Before I move on from this point, I should reiterate what is perhaps 
the most significant of the theoretical observations that I am pursu-
ing in this essay. Although many scholars of my generation have been 
rightly impressed by the historical and sociological interventions of 
Orlando Patterson, particularly his naming of the phenomenon of 
social death, that awkward reality in which the slave becomes indis-
pensable to the functioning of society to the extent that the liberal 
recognition of innate rights and responsibilities is suspended, I would 
propose that it is time for us to push this incredible observation to its 
obvious limits.5 It is not that the slave is the only subject who experi-
ences social death, or knowledge repressed within itself. Instead, I 
would argue that we get closer to the truth when we recognize that 
the slave’s peculiar work is to stand in for the spectacularization of 
this same process.
 I have claimed already that the “commonsense” of “post- AIDS” gay 
male identity represents not so much the liberation of a “messy” sexu-
ality, or a “vulgar” sexual practice, as its denial. Neoliberal socializa-
tion, or subjectification, functions by extinguishing the wild, “prehis-
toric” subject and then replacing her with a properly socialized avatar.6 
We are exactly wrong then when we think of the death drive, Thanatos, 
as somehow presocial. On the contrary, it is that which marks one’s 
entry into society. As Bersani, following Sigmund Freud and Jacques 
Lacan, concludes, the gates of knowledge, be they rectal or not, are 
always life extinguishing. And here I am not simply referring to the 
repression of women and children that is omnipresent in many mod-
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ern societies. Nor am I only gesturing toward Michel Foucault’s own 
famous observations regarding the functioning of both prisons and 
schools.7 Instead, I want to argue that socialization entails the curbing 
of Eros, or to follow the logic of Delany, the maiming and blinding of the 
individual so that “he” can be seen, known, and desired within society.
 Thus the half- life hawked by our own nation’s increasingly desper-
ate pundits is imagined rather explicitly as a return from the dead, a 
cleanly effected resurrection. As Korga is raised up from below the 
scorched surface of Rhyonon, his “unearthing” creates him as a sort of 
thinking woman’s zombie, the figure who like the neoliberal’s respect-
able homosexual has had all that messy prehistory finally ripped away 
so that she might properly enter into one of the manically, mechani-
cally repetitive discursive fields that we encumber with the clumsy 
labels—and masks—of civilization. This hopefully gets us a bit closer 
to understanding what Hortense Spillers was after when she wrote of 
the black male subject’s having been handed by his mother in a man-
ner indicative of some prehistoric “law of the mother.”8 Korga cannot 
become either a desiring or desired subject within society until he 
has been cleansed of woman’s funky stink, until his body has been 
smashed, his brain fried, and his eyes plucked out so that his “know-
ing” and “seeing” become extensions of his forced and enforced capitu-
lation to the violences of those more civilized beings, those architects 
of power and knowledge who have presumably returned him to a civi-
lized, manufactured life.
 But then there is the always messy issue of desire, that unrelent-
ing needing and wanting that though inevitably established through 
and by the social always remains somehow excessive, unpredictable, 
dirty. And lest I stand accused of being just a bit too old- fashioned, let 
me state that I tend to prefer René Girard’s altogether social evoca-
tions of the desiring subject. My desires and yours are not, as is most 
often assumed, matters of some ancient, embodied script. Nor are 
they simply vengeful half- memories of the original separation from 
the mother. Instead, I understand desire as structured through more- 
or- less obvious expressions of rivalry, as in “I want that which you 
have.” Nowhere is this clearer than in the functioning of heterosexu-
ality where, as Girard, Eve Sedgwick, and their many students have 
demonstrated, the male struggle over female bodies acts as evidence 
of a social covetousness.9 Thus men’s owning of women, husbands’ 
domination of wives, is no natural phenomenon, but instead a rejection 
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of the uncivilized, the natural, Spillers’s “law of the mother” with its 
presumably more egalitarian schemes of pedagogy and distribution, 
for the all- too- well- known law of the father, law predicated on a kind 
of excessively repetitive upmanship that is itself a factor of the twin 
processes of capital accumulation and communal impoverishment. 
Again, proper socialization involves a figurative death, a societally 
supported—and sponsored—cleansing by which a clean and socially 
visible, if not wholly alive, “self” is substituted for a dirty, “unseen” 
(pre)subjectivity.
 It is within this strange and wasteful scheme of organizing cultures 
and societies that Delany structures his beautiful lamentations and 
that the officials of the Web, the spiders, perform their presumably 
selfless acts of social recovery. They find Korga so abjectly nullified 
(huge, ugly, lame, blind, retarded, underground) that he defies logic, 
the basic process of desirous rivalry, and they immediately begin their 
desperate attempts at rehabilitation. And as with both the queer and 
the slave, Korga can only be seen in the worlds the spiders control as 
the marker of a sort of previously unknown border, one that must be 
traversed if only because its unknown, unknowing awkwardness tes-
tifies to troughs of unrealized value that it is the very duty of the mod-
ern (neoliberal) subject to uncover and despoil.10
 Thus when the Web spiders contact Marq Dyeth, the exceptionally 
cultured subject whose voice structures the second and largest part 
of Stars in My Pocket, what they are after is a taming of the desirous 
impulses that surround the figure of Rat Korga, survivor of Rhyonon. 
When they hail Marq, who in his position as an Industrial Diplomat 
(ID) is traveling aboard a spaceship and is, therefore, quite literally 
nowhere, high- ranking spider Japril’s explanations for the spiders’ 
expensive communications are shockingly scientific. That is to say, 
GI, a complex process of information storage and retrieval that “wired 
individuals” on participating planets (of which Rhyonon is not one) 
can access through thought alone, has informed them that Marq and 
Korga are each other’s perfect erotic matches out to seven and nine 
decimal points respectively. And here the fact that Delany anticipates 
the coming of our own preoccupations with the presumably limit-
less information available through the Internet is so often mentioned 
within the scant criticism on the novel that I feel obliged to repeat it, 
though the effects of such ritualized rearticulations (“Ready, set, go”) 
are beyond my ability to predict.11
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 Clearly the spiders hope or believe (and here I am not certain 
whether the confusion is mine, yours, or Delany’s, or something that 
slips tauntingly among the three of us) that the promise and danger 
indicated by Korga’s survival might be properly channeled by pairing 
him with an extremely competent student and practitioner of the nar-
ratological. Indeed, the work of Marq Dyeth, Korga’s “perfect” erotic 
object choice, suggests the ritualistic ways we continually address 
the unknown in our own provincial, planet- bound societies. As an ID, 
Marq must translate and transcribe the discursive codes of the many 
alien societies that meet within the delicate equilibrium of the Web. 
His job is to establish inoffensive modes of communication by making 
“the Other” knowable, substituting inert formalism where once there 
was a messy subjectivity. As his name suggests, he literally marks 
death. Moreover, this process is so wondrous or irritating to Delany 
(again that unsettling confusion) that he gives readers clues as to his 
meaning throughout Stars in My Pocket.
 We first encounter Marq on the planet Nepiy with an alien client. A 
gelatinous figure who constantly forms and deforms herself into and 
out of a semiautonomous whole, she offers Marq, as a gesture of good 
will, the opportunity to eat part of her “body” while she asks for some 
of Marq’s hair, nails, feces, urine, spit, or semen with the same self- 
assured courtesy with which we “take” the hands of newly introduced 
strangers. Later, at a high- level Web conference on a space station 
seven light- years from the planet Krush, a bored Marq proposes to 
one of the other participants, one heavily muscled and tattooed Clym, 
that they might enjoy a few minutes—or hours—of sex together, 
to which Marq’s interlocutor answers in all seriousness: “‘Within 
seventy- two hours, my friend, if we still know each other, I am going 
to take you by force, chain you in a special chamber I have equipped 
for the purpose, and do some very painful things to your body that 
will possibly—the chances are four out of five—result in your death, 
and certainly in your permanent disfigurement, mental and physical’” 
(SP, 90). And more important still, we find that Marq is a member of 
the famous Dyeth family line, a mixed- species “stream” that makes its 
home on the planet Velm, in a largely underground city named, logi-
cally enough, Morgre.
 As a character who evokes no less a figure than Delany himself with 
his own family’s history as morticians, Marq’s impressive civilization is 
based on an awareness of the central role violence and death play in all 
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discursive processes. The point is driven home by the fact that Marq’s 
family stream and the ancient structure that represents and encom-
passes them, Dyethshome, were established by Mother Gylda Dyeth, 
herself a long- dead and presumably favored associate of Vondramach 
Okk, that vicious, omnipotent mother whose rings trigger Korga’s 
own obsessive reanimation. Of course in each of the examples I have 
just offered, the prehistory on display is one that unsettles the logics 
of (sexual) cleanliness that have become increasingly rigid within the 
so- called Age of AIDS. In other words, one should not consume the 
products of one’s interlocutor’s body. One should avoid “dangerous” 
sexual play. Moreover, though we might be careful to not admit it in 
polite company, many of us still feel uncomfortable expressing our 
desires “outside the race.” Instead, the properly socialized individual 
is he who consistently articulates a preordained, prescripted desire, 
one cleansed of all its funky dangers, literally scrubbed to death.
 The radical figure here is not, as so many suggest, he who is 
obsessed with death, but instead that figure incapable of obscuring 
some extreme, obsessive, improperly desirous will to live. When the 
spiders awaken Korga and instigate his rebirth, he says in succession: 
“‘You have taken away my world . . . . What have you given me? . . . 
What have you taken away? . . . I had a world. . . . What world will you 
give me?’” (SP, 163–64). In the process he frightens the spiders by 
naming their obvious concern that Vondramach might have left more 
than a bit of her own desirous, tyrannical self within the rings that 
weigh so lightly on Korga’s outsized hands. He also eloquently speaks 
to the fear that the death- dealing/death- defying processes that stand 
at the center of their civilizing projects might themselves produce an 
excessiveness (remember the sociopathic Clym) that once unleashed 
might rip through the Web in the same way that fires careened across 
the deserts of Rhyonon or lasers crashed against the crevices of 
Korga’s own none- too- impressive brain. Either way, the point is that 
Korga (like Mary Shelley’s own rebirthed monster) demonstrates—
and elicits—a desire that is somehow pre- or extrahistoric. Thus the 
spiders must find someone to contain him, to bring about the death 
of that unknown and inexplicable desire that is so threatening yet so 
seemingly necessary to the functioning of the well- structured society. 
Funky, repulsive, desiring, and desired, Rat Korga must be cleaned. 
Enter Marq Dyeth.
 It is unsurprising that the spiders introduce Korga to Marq by 
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placing him among the dozen or so students, human and evelmi, who 
arrive at Dyethshome to study the ancient structures and rituals 
contained by the great castle- like edifice. As I have shown through-
out, the point of pairing Marq with Korga is to tame the desire that 
may be the most salient aspect, even today, of most student- teacher 
relationships. Remember that the Dyeths are represented in Stars in 
My Pocket as perhaps the most civilized individuals among the multi-
tudes inhabiting the six thousand “known” worlds. Most specifically, 
they are a combined stream of human beings and evelmi, six- legged, 
many- tongued, three- sexed beings who were the original inhabitants 
of Velm. Moreover, that they function so well together, choosing adop-
tion and cloning to further their line instead of the direct fertilization 
of egg with sperm, is evinced by the fact that unlike human beings 
and evelmi of northern Velm (the Dyeths are most decidedly south-
ern), they thrive on intimate, familial, and sexual relations between 
“alien” species. They represent, in fact, precisely the kind of liberal, 
expansive family structure that would presumably have all of Delany’s 
readers nodding their heads in self- satisfied affirmation. Let us forget 
now their long- ago, if never quite forgotten, relationship to Vondra-
mach, or the simple reality that, all their cultured humility notwith-
standing, they are first among equals on their dry, infinitely tasteful 
(and profoundly violent) planet.
 I would note, however, that this is the point at which Delany’s novel 
becomes most difficult to read. For though on Velm, in Morgre, and 
at Dyethshome one finds the author celebrating all of the shibbo-
leths of our own self- satisfied liberalism—respect for diversity, free-
dom of movement and association, humor, generosity, erudition, and 
a certain easy gentility—Delany does not seem satisfied to leave well 
enough alone. He insists, that is, on repeatedly sticking those fat and 
unwashed fingers of his into an altogether well- made pie. He will not 
allow us to forget, even and especially in the beautiful halls and gar-
dens of Marq’s home, the fact that all of these effects, all these lovely 
sentences, are underwritten by brutality and violence that are, for lack 
of a better description, world shattering.
 Recognizing this simple fact might help us understand an elegant 
and startling conversation Marq remembers having with a distin-
guished v’ea’d (roughly, a combination of professor emeritus, sys-
tems analyst, and black widow) as the two walk—presumably well- 
manicured hand within delicate, if not quite trembling, claw—along 
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“the nighttime crags of Ggroth, below which smoked the Zyz- wr.” 
There, as a cool breeze tussles Marq’s clothing and ruffles the v’ea’d’s 
aging wings, the clever old sage comments with studied nonchalance,

“[W]e evelmi can, with many of our tongues, reproduce sounds 
you humans will accept as language[, which] has probably gen-
erated as much evil as it has good between our species. The real 
affinity between us is that all our myriad cultures, and all yours, 
are founded on love of illusion. It is not that we both talk, but that 
we both talk endlessly of persons, places, things, and ideas that are 
not currently before us to taste. It is not that we build homecaves, 
construct travel- guiders that stretch for thousands of kilometers 
over the land, lay out social grounds, or put together musical com-
positions and complex combinations of food and flavored stone, but 
that we both build, construct, lay out and put together these things 
according to plans, visions, and imaginative schemes that, until 
we have realized them, have no real existence. . . . In the north, 
Marq Dyeth, I have been in raiding parties that have slaughtered 
you humans, as humans have slaughtered my sisters, my university 
colleagues, my male groomers and females whom I have groomed. 
There is no peace between human and evelm. It is only an illusion I 
am in love with as much as you, and it is what allows us to walk and 
talk together here in the south on this chill evening” (SP, 213–14).

What I want to hold on to here is the v’ea’d’s pairing of slaughter 
with discourse, death with subjectivity. The value that both evelmi 
and human beings place on not only homecaves and travel- guiders 
but also on musical compositions, plans, visions, and illusions is itself 
intimately connected to the interspecies violence that grips the north 
of Velm and that defines the south. Or to continue the logic of this 
essay, there is a (necessary?) connection in the v’ea’d’s thought, her 
measured analysis of systems, between rescripting subjectivity and 
the all- too- common, far- too- vulgar reenacting of violence. Thus at the 
danger of overreaching myself, I would note that the discursive struc-
tures the v’ea’d names (music, vision, illusion) are dependent on the 
denial of the very living subjectivity—and subjects—that discourse is 
meant to contain and celebrate.12
 I can no longer then put off a bit of housekeeping that I am afraid 
might unsettle the guests I have invited to sample both Delany’s deli-
cious texts and my own clumsy concoctions. I would remind you that 
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the basic outlines of his novel were first introduced in his 1973 short 
story also originally titled “Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand” 
but retitled “Omegahelm” when it appeared in his fine collection Aye, 
and Gomorrah.13 Therein Delany both introduces his readers—via his 
new title—to the unwieldy notion of “driving the past” and sketches his 
“long-dead” characters, Vondramach and Gylda Dyeth, those omnipo-
tent, law- giving mothers whose presence suffuses every aspect of his 
later novel. We meet the two characters, the one a powerful, aging 
ruler of many worlds, the other her not- so- young apprentice on the 
eve of taking her leave from her frighteningly self- aware employer. 
They meet outside Vondramach’s stronghold of Omegahelm to formal-
ize and, in a strange way, to sentimentalize their coming separation. 
More to the point, they speak to each other, as directly as one imag-
ines is possible, about the viciousness, indeed the death- dealing, that 
underwrites the relationship of mentor to apprentice, mother to child.
 The problem one must confront when reading this story is not just 
that one discovers that Gylda Dyeth, the scion of Marq’s impressively 
civilized family, was not above killing or spying in the service of Von-
dramach. Nor is it simply that Dyethshome is itself a gift from the 
tyrant, a recapitulation of Omegahelm itself. Instead, what rankles 
and shocks is that in this hard, abbreviated text one finds Delany at his 
most relentless in his articulation of the necessary (parental) vicious-
ness that pervades the works of all truly sensitive practitioners of the 
narrative arts. Gylda, wearing a cyhnk, the mark of her allegiance to 
the Sygn, explains to Vondramach, a Family woman if there ever was 
one, that she wishes to return to Velm and begin the process of raising 
children and establishing her own stream. The older woman vacillates 
between wizened understanding and childlike petulance, reminding 
her erstwhile student that though Gylda wears an emblem of noncon-
formity, of experimentation, of chance, her desire to separate from 
Vondramach and establish, as it were, a room of her own where she 
might found and encourage a strong, progressive brood of advanced 
Velmians, human beings and evelmi alike, strengthens rather than 
dismantles the old earthbound structures of the disciplined—and dis-
ciplining—family: father, mother, son. Especially in its presumably 
most “queer” articulations, the family stream’s primary function is the 
reproduction of self via the vicious suppression, the cleansing, the kill-
ing of the ( juvenile) Other.
 Vondramach informs Gylda that she herself had once sought the 
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family structure Gylda was so eager to establish. But in the tell-
ing, she treats Gylda and the many readers she represents to such a 
breathtakingly unwashed articulation of the will to power underwrit-
ing our own much vaunted (queer) family projects as to make even 
the freshest and most lovingly offered mother’s milk turn cold and 
sour in the shocked child’s clinched mouth. Vondramach explains that 
she had once created her own progeny. And possessing a great inter-
est in sculpture, she encoded the unborn thing with the talents of the 
greatest of sculptors. Following her maternal instincts to their “natu-
ral” and “inevitable” limits, she preset her child’s life span—through 
polynucleotidal sequencing—at seven minutes. She then induced, 
with equal measures of maternal hostility and glee, its birth, placing 
around it all the necessary tools of the sculptor: clay, chisels, mallets, 
trowels. She then watched as her creation, her progeny, her uncon-
quered hopes became flesh, enacted her own perfect fantasies of the 
life rightly lived. As Vondramach had imagined, the child reproduced 
the narrative for which her mother (all mothers?) yearned, creating 
replicas of the tools left around her and ending with a piece of art that 
demonstrated not only the impressive talent that was her mother’s 
gift but also and importantly her keen, indeed uncanny, awareness of 
the natural and necessary relationship of artist to art, mother to child:

[A]lready the duplicator was at work on the next project she had 
set it to. For as she finished at the shelf, the duplicator stage rose 
through the electrostatic rings. On it, in a pale, translucent stone, 
was a replica of her own dwarfed, overmuscled body—the bulged 
eyes, the engorged bladder, the thickened neck, and all half- dozen 
prostheses. At first I was bewildered by this trite reproduction and 
wondered what she intended it for. But as I watched, she . . . hurled 
herself upon it! She drew back. She hurled herself again! And again! 
My fingers grew clammy on the glass. My throat dried. My daugh-
ter flung herself onto her effigy once more. This time her bladder 
ruptured, splashing over the stone.14

 I hope that by this late point my readers will understand all too 
clearly the arguments about narrative and reproduction that Delany is 
attempting to relay. My own political and theoretical interventions, my 
heavy- handed rescripting of the rhetorics surrounding cleanliness, 
taste, style, and “queer respectability,” should also be patently appar-
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ent. What stuns, though, what hurts is that through Vondramach, 
Delany disrupts the many finely rendered sentences that establish the 
“art” and the “genius” of Stars in My Pocket. One cannot read his novel 
with the satisfying notion that what the author was after was first and 
foremost a celebration of “progressive” alternatives to so- called tra-
ditional family values. Instead, “queer” reproductive projects are fig-
ured here not simply as founded in relation to earlier forms of violent 
domination, but instead as recapitulations of these forms. One begins 
to understand, therefore, some of Bersani’s hesitancy with regard to 
anxiety- ridden rhetorics of gay male respectability. As Delany’s short 
story makes clear, the idea that the gay, enslaved “child” might rep-
licate norms established by the straight, mastering “parent” is built 
upon a will to short- circuit the dangerous possibility that attends the 
child’s creation, to substitute a finely rendered clean (dead) statue for 
a vulgar and obsessive dirty (living) human being.
 Before leaving this point, I would like to at least gesture toward 
the fact that Delany’s sequel to Stars in My Pocket (“The Splendor 
and Misery of Bodies, of Cities”) has never been published and was 
perhaps never even written. Thus one must wonder if part of what 
inhibited Delany was his awareness that the reproductive process he 
announces in Stars in My Pocket is hardly the sentimental, depoliti-
cized phenomenon loudly trumpeted by many contemporary “queer” 
activists, but on the contrary, very often evidence of a profound hos-
tility toward and shame about the “dirtiness” of what we imagine as 
the ever- so- naughty gay past.
 It is in this sense that I have been forced to reevaluate one of the 
things that most intrigues me about Stars in My Pocket: specifically 
Delany’s descriptions of the municipal runs that human beings and 
evelmi (after carefully washing foot and claw) utilize to have what one 
assumes are spontaneous, unencumbered, mind- and spirit- expanding 
sexual encounters. In fact, I find myself stunned and a little irritated 
that Delany does not produce a fantastic treatment of (gay male) 
sexual permissiveness that thumbs its nose at the many uptight, anti-
sex pseudointellectuals who still insist that we all rearticulate the 
most sentimentalized fantasies of sexual monogamy. Instead Delany 
refuses to substitute one form of sentimentalism for another. By non-
chalantly informing his readers, through Marq, that the city’s runs are 
designed for Velm’s various communities to satiate both their sexual 
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and their aesthetic desires, most specifically their literal taste for 
sculpture (when one finds oneself confused by an object in a society 
dominated by multitongued creatures the best thing to do is prob-
ably to lick it), Delany refuses to recognize a fundamental distinc-
tion between the experimental, carefree, life- affirming mingling of 
human and alien bodies that presumably marks queer “sign” play and 
the vicious, deadly, blood- stiffened work of those intellectuals so rigid 
that each word, each stroke of the brush, each ungainly movement 
turns almost immediately to stone. Once again, we see that our most 
precious experiments with narrative (reproduction) are very often, 
perhaps inevitably, backward focused, the reiteration of structures of 
death and dying made obscene by our all- too- infrequent turns toward 
the sentimental and the spectacular.
 It is this understanding that forces the careful reader to give up on 
his self- satisfied dislike of the Thants, a high- ranking and prestige- 
obsessed family from the frozen planet Zetzor, whose admiration cum 
jealousy of the Dyeths comes to a head in a remarkably rendered 
dinner party in which the entire family arrives, all encased in free- 
floating privacy clouds, ostensibly to announce their ascension to the 
status of Focus Family on none other than the aforementioned planet, 
Nepiy. The insulting problem that they encounter, however, is that—
as is all too often the case on our own planet—the civilized Dyeths, 
their guests, and the great crowds that converge on Dyethshome are 
much more interested in the subject whose presence denotes the pos-
sibilities attending holocaust and apocalypse—here Rat Korga, the 
(un)dead—than in those who screechingly announce the beginning of 
some new life. Or to immerse myself somewhat more securely in the 
vernacular of Stars in My Pocket, while the Thants are certainly civi-
lized, Korga has taste.
 This is the point made by the Dyeth’s local butcher Si’id when she 
encounters Marq and Rat rushing to Dyethshome to prepare for the 
formal dinner. Accosting the two, she exclaims, “‘You survived—what 
that must have required from you! What it must have meant for you. 
And what it means to us . . . . What it means for any creature with a 
sense of her own life as a closed, limited system. We are all famished 
for a taste of that survival, Rat Korga’” (SP, 279). Without asking, she 
then quickly and expertly uses a delicate instrument to sample some 
of Rat’s genetic material so that she might clone it and feed it to the 
famished Velmians.
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“Oh, thank you!” Si’id exclaimed. “Yes, a beautiful sample. We will 
savor the complexities of your flesh for years to come, and it will 
lend its subtleties to myriad complex meals. Marq Dyeth?” . . . . 
“Your new friend is a joy and an honor to Whitefalls. To Morgre. To 
our Fayne- Vyalou. To our world!” (SP, 279–80)

 That this particularly grotesque encounter is repeated in a reversed 
manner during the dinner itself, as overzealous guests attempting to 
celebrate “the survivor” clamor to feed Korga from spits specially 
designed for the purpose and injure him instead, only reiterates the 
fact that our own culture’s formal structures, its often too- eager cele-
bration of the presumed survivors of defeated and destroyed worlds, 
can easily become both barbaric and desperate. Indeed, our celebra-
tions of both the nigger and the queer may, in fact, denote not only 
our own barbarisms but also our prayers that we do not succumb to 
our own cannibalistic hunger (“There but for the grace of God”). One 
might forgive the Thants then for remaining coldly and jealously aloof. 
Or perhaps this is just my way of confirming that when confronted by 
royalty, though one might bow and scrape then bow and scrape again, 
there is not much more, it seems, that one can do.
 But what, you might rightly ask, of dessert? And yes, as you may 
have guessed, I do bemoan the fact that this most ritualized portion of 
the well- prepared, well- served meal always comes last, thus operating 
as a light, sweet reiteration of the serious “work” that the diner has 
just accomplished. Delany, however, does no so such thing. Although 
he utilizes the obvious modernist trick of devoting hundreds of pages 
to a breathtaking and heartbreaking love affair that takes place in no 
more than a pair of Velmian days, he nonetheless places the truly deli-
cious part of his work at the center of the text. I refer now to the fact 
that much of Marq and Korga’s second day together is spent in the 
wilderness surrounding Morgre hunting dragons, “wild” animals who 
hold roughly the equivalency to evelmi that apes do to human beings. 
In this way, Delany attempts to collapse the gulf between “man” and 
“beast” with which many of us associate Ernest Hemingway. Unlike 
his gruff, sometimes impotent predecessor, however, Delany works 
assiduously in these many pages to confront head- on the weighty prob-
lems of epistemology and narrative that are most prominently marked 
for the earlier master by heaps of dead animal flesh: fish, bulls, lions.
 The Velmians, walking on two legs or six, have learned in their own 
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rudimentary fashion that the artist must not always and ever mark 
death. Instead, though the apparatuses that Korga and Marq carry 
across their shoulders are none other than our altogether well- known 
bows, these tools, writing instruments one is wont to say, do not 
destroy the sought- after prey. Rather, they operate as sophisticated 
radar devices that map the dragons’ cerebral responses and then play 
them, in real time, directly back into the hunters’ own brains. One 
becomes, then—if only for a brief, orgiastic moment—a dragon in 
flight, just as the odd evelmi hunter might, if she is patient and lucky, 
become the odd off- world human being become dragon, and as we, the 
readers (again with patience and that ever- fleeting luck) become all 
this and perhaps more:

Double all syntax, wondering what his movements hold; she held 
to the air before me, and I spired away, spying some male below in 
which I was less interested than my hormones were. She turned 
on the spoke of a breeze, and my spine’s scales went quivery at the 
neuter beating above. Awareness in the splay and undulant verte-
brae. The wing turned up in light like dust; lost in eyes with neither 
purple, rods, nor cones, the pattern of her dyed, and died, on my 
techtum. . . . I saw her at a distance as a point- time event. I saw 
her up close as ten seconds’ history made synchronous by its mul-
tiple shadows. Rat, written all over her (at least to my tongue), rose 
up, flapping wings, body bending. I arched my hips down for other 
males under my belly. My mouth was big enough for the whole of 
this landscape, through which tongue, over and after tongue, licked 
and lusted. I rose and watched high dragons rise. (SP, 246–47)

 I offer you here considerably less than half the remarkable passage 
that Delany, like the old evelmi hunter Marq and Korga encounter, 
negotiates for us (synchronously, diachronically?) in his fine, under-
appreciated novel. I would suggest, moreover, that the all- too- brief 
doubling that Delany depicts here ought to alert us to one of the ways 
we might begin to think about how to structure our own increasingly 
complex critical projects. Or perhaps better put, Delany demonstrates 
the ways the most mundane of our activities is already a highly radi-
calized doubling process, if we would only allow ourselves to recognize 
it. Korga says simply and innocently, after having experienced himself 
as a dragon flying, that “‘[i]t’s like reading,’” indicating that the name 
of the nondeadly, life- affirming game is not to clean away or reject our 
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awareness of the ways certain technologies (in this case the book) 
allow for the dirtiness that so much of our own often- stilted critical 
enterprise works to deny, but, on the contrary, to court and indeed 
to celebrate it. This then is what produces Korga as such a dirty, dan-
gerous figure within the logic of Stars in My Pocket. It appears, in fact, 
that the Web spiders remove Korga from Velm—and Marq—after 
that last disastrous dinner at Dyethshome in their efficient, none- too- 
ceremonious manner because they understand that they have failed in 
their civilizing mission. Korga, the newly freed slave, the queer, is, it 
seems, both alive and surprisingly funky. His actions neither continue 
nor encourage the “go back and get it” ideological and epistemologi-
cal obsessions of either the Web or of our own far- too-death- obsessed 
society. He is now, at least while you read these all- too- awkward sen-
tences, remarkably, strangely, insistently here.
 What Delany, Bersani, Douglas, and Spillers teach us, then, what 
fuels the obvious didacticism of even these messy lines, is the simple 
belief that we should be careful to not give up so easily on our dirty 
prehistory, the lived reality of (sexual) “promiscuity” and experi-
mentation, for the presumably clean uncertainties promised by the 
weak light of the world- shattering dawn. As generations of slaves and 
their descendants have demonstrated, the price for entering into the 
so- called mainstreams of modern society is all too often the vicious 
repression of those vulgar, ugly, dirty aspects of self and community 
that have been both stifling and invigorating, repressive and libera-
tory. It is both unfortunate and dangerous that the gay male taste 
and style setters who so clutter American television screens seem, at 
least to this author, surprisingly bereft of any deep connection to the 
unwashed (unscripted?) queer past. Moreover, as the spoils for giving 
up on what we imagine as the dirty, the grubby, the unspeakable seem 
so very limited (difficult, less than fulfilling work, respectability, toler-
ance, cramped spaces in dry, cold beds) I propose that we continue to 
hedge our bets, as it were, to continue to allow the awareness I have 
attempted to describe to suffuse our critical practices and to inspire 
our creative action. We ought to continue to “steal” from the master’s 
larder while refusing to forget the grotesque, vulgar, interesting, com-
pelling, invigorating smell of either his shit or our own.

The Graduate Center, CUNY
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